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David Czerwinski
Associate Professor of Decision Sciences, San Jose State University

David teaches in SJSU's undergraduate Business Analytics concentration and online graduate Certificate in Business Analytics program. His research focuses on applying data mining, visualization, and optimization to problems in healthcare and transportation. David has a PhD in Operations Research from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Mark Huberty
Senior Data Scientist, Google

Mark is responsible for ensuring data quality in mapping applications. Prior to Google, Mark worked at Accenture, Mandag Morgen, and Bruegel on technological, economic, and energy-related projects. He has experience with applied machine learning, data mining, and statistical analysis. He holds a PhD in Political Science and Government from UC Berkeley.

Anh Bui
Vice President, Benetech Labs

Anh is a seasoned nonprofit leader with expertise building scalable software for social good solutions through ecosystem engagement. At Benetech, Anh is responsible for leading Benetech Labs’ R&D work, engaging with communities, other technologists, and other nonprofits around critical social issues to prototype new software solutions. Anh has a PhD in English from UC Berkeley.

Julia Rhodes Davis
Managing Director, DataKind

DataKind is an organization that works at the intersection of predictive technology and social impact. Julia has built an ecosystem of corporations, foundations, technologists and social sector experts to leverage the power of AI and data science in the service of humanity. Julia is a graduate from Columbia University.

Srinivas Margasahayam
Manager Solutions Architecture, Amazon Web Services

Srinivas is a product and technology leader with experience in driving complex solutions delivering significant business value. He uses conceptual models to guide actions and formulate long-range plans. He is also experienced in global operations with high transaction websites and transforming companies from on-premise to Cloud and adapting DevOps. Srinivas holds a B.S. from Visvesvaraya University in Bangalore.